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Abstract- In this paper, an n-user Gaussian interference
channel under arbitrary linear power constraints is considered.
Using Perron-Frobenius theorem, a closed-form expression for
the boundary points of the rate region of such a channel is
derived. This is a generalization of the well-known result on the
maximum rate that some interfering links can simultaneously
achieve when the power is unbounded. Moreover, this result is
extended to the time-varying channels with constraints on the
average power.

I. INTRODUCTION

Channel sharing is known as an efficient scheme to increase
the spectral efficiency of the wireless systems. While such
a scheme increases the capacity and the coverage area of
systems, it suffers from the interference among the concurrent
links (co-channel interference). Consequently, the signal-to-
interference-plus-noise-ratio (SINR) of the links are upper-
bounded, even if there is no constraint on the transmit powers.

There have been some efforts to evaluate the maximum
achievable SINR in the interference channels. In [1], the
maximum achievable SINR of a system with no constraint
on the power is expressed in terms of the Perron-Frobenius
(PF) eigenvalue of a non-negative matrix. Then, this expression
is utilized to develop an SINR-balancing scheme for satel-
lite networks. This formulation for the maximum achievable
SINR is deployed in many other wireless communication
applications such as [2], [3] afterwards. In [4], the maximum
achievable SINR is obtained based on the PF-eigenvalue of
an (n + 1) x (n + 1) primitive non-negative matrix, when the
total power is constrained.

Recently, the rate region of interference channels and its
properties has been investigated in the literature. In [5], it is
shown that the capacity region when the power is unbounded
is convex. The capacity region in [5] is defined as the set of
feasible processing gains while for a constant bandwidth, the
processing gain is inversely proportional to the rate. In [6],
some topological properties of the capacity region (with the
aforementioned definition) of CDMA systems are investigated
for the cases when there are constraints on the power of
individual users and when there is no constraint on the power.
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The authors in [6] show that the boundary of the capacity
region with one user's power fixed and the rest unbounded is
a shift of the boundary of some capacity region with modified
parameters, but unlimited power. However, this result is not
in a closed form and cannot be extended for the other forms
of power constraints.

It is shown that the feasible SINR region is not convex,
in general [7]-[9]. In [10], it is shown that in the case of
unlimited power, the feasible SINR region is log-convex. The
authors in [5] also consider a CDMA system without power
constraints, and show that the feasible inverse-SINR region
is a convex set. In [7], it is proved that the feasible QoS
region is a convex set, if the SINR is a log-convex function of
the corresponding QoS parameter. Reference [11] shows that
under a total power constraint, the infeasible SINR region is
not convex.

In this paper, we extend the result on the maximum achiev-
able SINR in [1] to the systems with certain constraints on the
power of transmitters. This result yields a closed-form solution
for the rate region of the systems with constraints on the power,
in terms of the PF-eigenvalue of an n x n irreducible matrix.
The approach that we use is more general as compared to the
scheme used in [4] in the sense that it is easily applied to
the systems with different power constrains. In addition, the
resulting closed-form solution has a direct relationship with
the solution for the systems with unbounded power presented
in [1]. This result is extended to a time-varying system, where
the channel gain is selected from a limited-cardinality set, and
the average power of users are subject to some upper-bounds.

Notation: All boldface letters indicate column vectors
(lower case) or matrices (upper case). xij and xi represent
the entry (i, j) and column i of the matrix X, respectively.
A matrix Xrxm is called non-negative if xij > 0 Vli, j C
{1,. ,n}, and denoted by X > 0. Also, we have X >
Y X -Y > 0, where X, Y and 0 are non-negative
matrices of compatible dimensions [12]. det(X), Tr(X), X',
and lXl denote the determinant, the trace, the transpose, and
the norm of the matrix X, respectively. I is an identity matrix
with compatible size. represents the Kronecker product
operator. diag(x) is a diagonal matrix whose main diagonal
is x. We define the reciprocal of polynomial q(x) of degree
m as xmq( ). 4b(X, y, S) is a matrix defined as a function
of three parameters, which are respectively a matrix, a vector
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and a set of indices,

b(X,y,S) = Z = [zj], z= { x otherwise

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A Gaussian interference channel, including n links (users),
is represented by the gain matrix G = [gij]nxn where gij
is the attenuation of the power from transmitter j to receiver
i. This attenuation can be the result of fading, shadowing, or
the processing gain of the CDMA system. A white Gaussian
noise with zero mean and variance o2 is added to each signal
at the receiver i terminal. In many applications, the QoS of
the system is measured by an increasing function of SINR. In
an interference channel, SINR of each user, denoted by yti, is

giipi , i C {l, ,n},

(J2 +
J=1
i7i

where pi is the power of transmitter i. In addition, in practice,
the power vector p is subject to a set of constraints. The main
goal is to find the maximum SINR which can be obtained by
all users in the presence of such constraints. To this end, we
solve the following optimization problem

max -y

st. i > pOy
p>0

(1)
(2)
(3)

ZPi<PQ, (4)
iCQ

where Q C {1, .. ., n} with k elements and ,t is a given vector
with ,ui > 0 and fut = 1. As we will see, the solution can
be easily extended for the case of multiple power constraints
of the form Pi < PQ for different Q C {,..n}. ft

iCQ
provides the flexibility of satisfying different rate services
for different users. According to Fig. 1, the solution of (1)
yields the maximum achievable SINR in the direction of
vector ,t. Although the numerical solution of this problem is
already obtained through geometric programming [13], [14],
we propose a different approach which leads to a closed-form
result.
By defining the normalized gain matrix A as

A= [ajj]nxn, aij =

gij

gii
0O i=j

the constraint (2) is rewritten as

Pi
n

T/i + S i

j=l

where

Fig. 1. The boundary of SINR Region for an interference channel
with 2 users

Since we are interested in maximizing the minimum SINR,
if SINR of one user is more than that of the others, it can
reduce its power to other users' advantage, and finally the
minimum SINR is improved. Therefore, equality holds in (5).
After reformulating the problem in a matrix form we will have

I
(- I -diag4p)A)p =rj.(7

The objective is to find the maximum iy while the system of
linear equations in (7) yields a power satisfying the constraints
on the power vector (3), (4).
When there is no constraint on the power vector (rather than

trivial constraint of p > 0), the maximum achievable SINR,
is characterized based on the Perron-Frobenius theorem as

1
A* (diag(,u)A) (8)

where A* is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue of the associated
matrix [12]. This result was deployed in the communication
systems for SINR-balancing (,Ui = u2 = * u=2) in [1] for
the first time.
We find the maximum achievable SINR, considering certain

upper-bounds on the power of transmitters in the following
sections.

III. SINR REGION CHARACTERIZATION

We define F as

F = I -ydiag(ft)A. (9)

Then, the system of linear equations in (7) is reformulated as

>'y, ViV {, ...,n},

Il(2
71i = , Ti = [,qi]nxl-

gii

(5)

(6)

Fp = 'Yr, (10)

where rj is defined in (6). According to the Cramer's rule, the
solution to (10) is obtained by

_ det(H('))
Pt det(F)

2442
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where H(i) = )h() ={ "YTj =

Defining h(i)(-y) = det(H(')) and f(y) = det(F), we
have

h() (ay)
4t(

Therefore, the constraint in (4) can be written as

E h(i) (a,)
iCQ

fQ;/)
Defining uQ (y)

equivalent to

<E . (1 1)

pQf(y)-E h(i)(y), the inequality ( 11) is
iCQ

UQ (7) > 0. (12)

Since F and H(1) are the same except for the first column,
using Lemma 1 , we will have

det (F) -det(H(L)) = det (4(F, TTh{i})).
pQ

(16)

On the the other hand, using the fact that addition or substrac-
tion of columns does not change the value of the determinant,
we will have

det (H(i)) = det ((H(i) hi, {1, ... i})) . (17)

Then, using (16) and (17) and regarding hW) = "Y, we can

rewrite (15) as

(18)uQQ7) P-Q (det (4(F, -TTh{i}))
pQ

We desire to find the largest possible interval where both the
numerator and the denominator have the same sign. It can
be shown that this interval is connected and adjacent to zero.
Apparently, uQ(0) > 0, and f(O) > 0. Consequently,

3 e > 0 f(E) > O and UQ(E) > 0.

Therefore, both the numerator and the denominator are posi-
tive in the positive neighborhood of zero. For satisfying (12),
we have to find the smallest positive real simple root of the
numerator and the denominator, r(uQ) and r(f), and take the
minimum of the two as

IT = min {r(f), r(UQ)}. (13)

For the sake of simplicity, without loss of generality, we
assume that Q {1,... ,k}, k < n, i.e., the first k users
are subject to the total power constraint. For the numerator
we have

k

UQ(') =PQ det (F) det (H(i))
i=l

k

pQ(det (F) det (H())) (14)
i=l

where H(i is defined as

h(i)T p j~= i

J t fj~~ 7ti

Lemma 1 If square matrices X and Y differ only in column

i, i.e., { j + YJ j + , then

det (X) + det(Y) = det (4(X, yj, {i}))
Eadet tn (Y, xi) ii)) r

Equation (14) is rewritten as

uQ(QY) = PQ ( det (F) -det(H(1))

S det(4 (H('),
i=2 PQ

Since F and H are the same except for the column
i, we can easily see that b(F,-T {i,. ..,i1}) and

b(H(i),-'t, {1, , i-1}) are the same except for the ith
pQ

column. Therefore,

det (O(F,- I{1, ,-1 }))
pQ

-det jiH()-77{1..i-1)
pQ

det (4(F,-TT {1,..,i})).
pQ

Applying this result to (18) successively yields the following
lemma.

Lemma 2 uQ(y) pQ det (4 (F, 7ThQ)).
pQ

We utilize the result in Lemma 2 to find the smallest positive
simple root of uQ using Perron-Frobenius theorem. This
theorem states some properties about the eigenvalues of an
irreducible matrix. A square non-negative matrix X is said to
be irreducible if for every pair i, j of its index set, there exists
a positive integer m = m(i, j) such that >0 which jm)
is the ijth element of Xm [12].

Theorem 1 [12] (The Perron-Frobenius Theorem for ir-
reducible matrices) Suppose X is an rn x rn irreducible
non-negative matrix. Then there exists an eigenvalue A*(X)
(Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue or PF-eigenvalue) such that
(i) A*(X) > 0 and it is real.

(ii) there is a positive vector v such that Xv A*(X)v.
(iii) A*(X) > A(X) for any eigenvalue A(X) A*(X).
(iv) IfX > Y > 0, then A* (X) > A(Y) for any eigenvalue

of Y.
(v) A*(X) is a simple root of the characteristic polynomial

of X.
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Lemma 3 The smallest positive root of UQ (-y) is

r(uQ)
I

A*(4b(diag4p)A, i ,Q))
PQ

Proof:

uQ (') = p-Q det (4(F,
Q))

PQ
p-Q det (4 (I -ydiag(4)A,- Q))

PQ

=P-Q<ydet( (-I-diag(u)A,7 ,Q))
"Y ~~PQ

pQ'y det( I - b(diag4()A, L7, Q)).
PQ

Consequently, UQ () is the reciprocal of the characteristic
PQC-n

polynomial of 4b(diag(,u)A, 7 ,Q). Therefore, the roots of
PQ

this polynomial are equal to the inverse of the eigenvalues of
b(diag(,u)A, 4 Q). On the other hand, according to Theo-

PQ
rem 1, since b(diag(,u)A, , Q) is an irreducible matrix, the

PF-eigenvalue of this matrix is real and positive and has the
largest norm among all eigenvalues. Also it is the simple root
of the characteristic polynomial of the aforementioned matrix.
Therefore, the inverse of this eigenvalue gives the smallest
positive simple root of uQ('y) and the claim is proved. C

For the denominator using (9), we have

Since y(diag(,t)A, 4 Q) > diag(,t)A and both are irre-
Pi

ducible, using Theorem 1 we have

A (4b(diag(,u)A, T {i})) > A* (diag(t)A),
Pi

and consequently the maximum achievable iy for a system with
constraint on the total power of any subset of the users is
achieved. This discussion leads to the following theorem.

Theorem 2 The maximum achievable 'y in an interference
channel with n links and gain matrix A, where power vector
is subject to the following constraints,

p >0O, x,Pi <P
itQ

is equal to

T*= ~~~~1
A*(b(diag(p)A, T ,Q))

PQ
where Q C {1, .. ., n} is an arbitrary subset of the users.

When multiple constraints on power exist, it is obvious
that the maximum achievable SINR is the minimum of the
maximum achievable SINR when each of the constraints is
applied separately, i.e.,

C/ min'y ,

where 'Y* is the maximum achievable SINR for the constraint
i on power. The following corollary yields the maximum
achievable SINR when the power of individual users and the
total power are constrained.

f(Qy) = det (F) det (I -ydiag(pu)A)
= ITdet ( I -diag(,t)A). (19)

Therefore, f(-y) is the reciprocal of the characteristic polyno-
mial of diag(,t)A. On the other hand, according to Theorem
1, the PF-eigenvalue of diag(,u)A, is real and positive. It also
has the largest magnitude (norm) among the eigenvalues of the
matrix and it is the simple root of the characteristic polynomial
of the associated matrix. Therefore, A* (diag(,u)A) is the
inverse of the smallest positive simple root of diag(,t)A. Thus,

r(f) 1 20
A*(diag(4)A) (20)

On the other hand, according to (8), r(f) is also the maximum
achievable SINR for the system with unbounded powers
satisfying constraint (3). Consequently, using (13), (20) and
Lemmma(3), the maximum achievable SINR to satisfy all con-
straints on the power (constraints (3) and (4)) is

-y* = min {r(f), r(u(M))}
min{ I I ,}

A* (diag4/t)A)' A (4b(diag4/t)A,::, {i}))
Pi

Corollary 1 The maximum achievable 'y in (1), where power
vector is subject to the following constraints,

n

p> 0, p<p,< P-< Pt
i=l

is equal to * =

mint
1

A* (4b(diag(p-)A, ?l,{i,..n}))'
Pt

1

(21)

1

A* (4(diag(,u)A, {i})) A* (4(diag(t)A, T7 {2}))
Pi P2

A (4b(diag(i)A, n
Pn

The boundary of the SINR region in any direction can be
obtained by choosing ,t, accordingly. Due to the explicit rela-
tionship between the SINR and the rate in Gaussian channels,
obtaining the SINR region in these channels amounts to the
rate region characterization. As an example, Fig. 2 depicts the
rate region of a system with the gain matrix G as

G E 0.6791 0.0999 1
0.0411 0.6864 ]

2444
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Theorem 3 The maximum achievable -' in a time-varying
interference channel with n links and probability vector Pi x 1,
with the following constraints on power;

Pj,i> C 0 iC **... 1 E[Ipj,i] < PQ
j(EQ

is equal to ;8
1

A* (Q)', where

Q =diag(I 1i 8<1i)A

+ S' (OlnxIn,ln r + (i
i=l

and +±(i-1)n
o-j5

gj+(i-l)n,j+(i- )n

For the proof refer to [15].

Fig. 2. The rate region for a 2-user interference channel with the
following constraints on the power, A: p1 > 0, P2 > 0, B: PI +P2 <
Pt, PI > 0, P2 > 0 C: 0 <_p1 <_p1, P2 > 0, D: <p2 <p2,

P1 > 0

while the power of individual users and the total power are

upper-bounded as P1 = 0.8, P2 1, Pt= 1.4, and (X2

52 = 101.P

IV. TIME-VARYING CHANNEL

So far, we have assumed that the channel gains are fixed
with time. However, in practice, channel gains vary with time
due to the users' movement or changing the environment
conditions.

In this section, we consider an interference channel with
n co-channel links whose channel gain matrix is randomly
selected from a finite set .G1,... , Gi} with probability
P1, ... , Pl, respectively. The matrix Ai denotes the normalized
gain matrix in the state i, i C {1,... , 1}. The objective is
to find the maximum iy which is achievable by all users in
all channel states, while the average power of the users are

constrained, i.e.,

max y

s.t. Y, >Hy Vj C Q,iC' {1 .I ,1

Pj,i>O, VjcQ,ie{1,...,l}

E[1 pj,i] < -Q
jCQ

where Yj,i and Pj,i are the SINR and the power of transmitter
j, respectively when the channel gain matrix is Gi. We
define an expanded system including In users with block
diagonal matrices G and A as the channel gain matrix and the
normalized gain matrix, respectively. In the matrices G and
A, the jth matrix on the diagonal is Gi and Ai, respectively.
Applying a similar technique as before to this system, we can

obtain the maximum achievable SINR.
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